“It’s a Milk Run...Honestly”
An Alpha Omega Adventure

Riken Morishi

Human | Unarmed Combat | Espionage
Born in the lower levels of Oderon City, Riken

learned to take care of himself as a very young boy. He stole. He
cheated. He survived. Riken quickly realized that by being faster,
better trained and more resourceful than everyone else, he could
make a very good life for himself despite his dismal surroundings.
As a youth, he took an interest in parcour, a form of urban gymnastics that quickly pushed his body to the limits, forcing him to grow
stronger and more agile. Riken embraced his Japanese ethnicity
and became enamored with old holovid movies that depicted the
exploits of “ninjas”. He taught himself the techniques he believed
would be practical in real hand to hand combat, favoring those that
disabled adversaries as quickly as possible, and realizing the hard
way how few of them were actually effective.
Riken began navigating the urban sprawls with unmatched speed
and agility, eventually combining his skills to become an accomplished thief. His underworld successes attracted the attention of
some very powerful and influential corporate executives and he
soon found a new career as an industrial espionage specialist, his
formidable skills being sold to the highest bidder.
Riken has developed a deep friendship with Marissa Lawson after
her healing Effects brought him back from the brink of death at the
catastrophic end of his last job. He has decided to disappear for a
time and remain on the move until he feels it is safe to resume his
former work. In the mean time, he seeks a way to repay Marissa for
her uncommon and selfless kindness.
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Marissa Lawson

Human | Agony | Deliverance Energy Wielder
Marissa Lawson is a devoted student of the Arcane.
She was born into a wealthy Vancouver family. Both her parents are
accomplished professionals, her father an engineer and her mother
a marine biologist.

Marissa’s academic aptitude was obvious in her adolescence.
However, the more she learned about the classic fields of science,
the more she became frustrated. Early on, she felt there was more to
the universe around her than was being taught to her in school. She
told anyone who would listen, including her parents and teachers,
but everyone she approached dismissed her concerns as youthful
naivety. Fortunately for Marissa, one of her more interesting teachers shared her feeling and lent her an exposition on the basics of
Arcane Wielding. She was immediately enthralled and read it cover
to cover repeatedly, learning the Arcane symbols, and practicing the
fundamental movements as often as possible.
Her parents discouraged her new interest, thinking it was little
more than a phase and certainly not a pursuit worthy of the time
and effort being given to it. Marissa quickly developed a growing resentment of the mocking tone of her parents. Believing their
negativity to be harmful to her studies, she left home and took up
residence in a remote quadrant of the city.
Marissa’s aptitude for Wielding grew and she took a particular
interest in the power to both heal and harm living things, becoming
increasingly dedicated to these “Intentions” and bending ever more
powerful energy to serve her will.
Marissa has now taken to the road in an attempt to seek out
Wielders more capable than herself, hoping to learn from them and
further develop her abilities. She recently used her powers to heal
Riken Morishi after witnessing him shot in the back by a cowardly
gang member. Riken had just bested six of the shooter’s gang members and Marissa immediately recognized his skill. Believing him to
be useful, she cured his wounds and now uses her alluring appearance and charm to manipulate Riken.
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Geist 187

Bio-Engineered | Weapons Specialist
Geist 187 was created to be a corporate Emergency

Response Team member and was originally named Jensen Xander
87. His fellow officers quickly gave him the nickname “Ghost” as
he always seemed to escape the deadliest of combat situations
relatively unscathed. “Ghost” devolved to “Geist” after his fascination with music, particularly the heavy metal produced by German
bands in the early 21st century, was discovered. He uses the intense
music as his own meditation, relaxing him after firefights and preparing him for the next. He is never without his favorite selection
of tunes, usually playing one at dangerous volume levels in a pair of
ear buds. Due to Geist’s aptitude for accurate shooting, .the “1” was
added to his birth code, 87, as a throwback to the old police code
that denoted a homicide.
Geist earned his freedom by being one of the few bio-engineered
employed by Valux Arcology’s Security Force to survive their mandatory, 15 year service contract and now seeks employment as
security for trade caravans, personnel transport or any other job
requiring people with his talents.
His bio-engineering is especially potent, providing him with a profound ability to handle Small Arms and Assault Support Weapons.
Geist is a deadeye with any rifle and is obsessed with the mechanics behind weaponry and ballistics. He carries a variety of weaponry
with him at all times and although he is not a brilliant conversationalist, whenever his teammates have come under fire, his calm
demeanor and experience have saved their lives on more than one
occasion.
After 15 years of living in military barracks and having relatively no
privacy, Geist now aims to earn enough money to purchase his own
condo in Divinus and live the remainder of his life relaxing and living in relative luxury.
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Tryk Feron
Lesser Nephilim | Face/Rogue

Tryk Feron is an asshole, but he is very good at pre-

tending that he is not. His handsome features invoke a feeling of
trustworthiness that is misplaced to say the least. His grey eyes
and above average height denote his Nephilim blood, but his cocky
swagger is all too human. Tryk has a roguish, relaxed method of
dress, and an obnoxious “everything will be all right if you just trust
in me” attitude. Although he is a talented manipulator and a very
loquacious, smooth-talker, he has a dark side that lives by a “shoot
first and don’t ask questions later” method of solving problems. He
is quick to make friends with his sharp wit and wry smile, but never
lets anyone get to the real Tryk. He believes people always want
something from him and chooses to manipulate and get everything
he wants from them first.
Indicative of his inability to trust anyone, Tryk carries a number of
concealed weapons at all times. He carries a pistol in a shoulder holster covered by his long, leather trench coat. He keeps a knife in his
right sleeve and a holdout pistol in his left boot.
Although, he is not to be trusted, Tryk has many qualities that
can be helpful to a party. He is a skilled manipulator, proficient
at gathering information and adept at diffusing uncomfortable or
dangerous social situations. He is also quite adept with a pistol and
capable of holding his own in melee combat. Despite his spotty
track record and many enemies that haunt him from past transgressions, he is slowly learning the value of establishing relationships
with people he can rely on.
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Zachary Mannheim
Lesser-Grigori | Electronics expert | Mechanic

“Zak-Man “, as he is known to his customers and friends,

is a proficient mechanic and inventor. He loves nothing more than
repairing broken electronics and vehicles while simultaneously
tweaking their designs. Zachary is quiet, reserved and tends to
stick to himself, mostly in an attempt to avoid drawing attention
to his unnatural skin color stemming from the Grigori blood in his
veins. He can State Shift his Density Component which gives him
increased damage resistance from physical attacks; a handy ability
for a man that has a reputation for being a bit eccentric and who is
often the target of bullying from those threatened by, or jealous of
his intelligence and skills.
During the time he has lived in Farthington, where he earns his living fixing electronics and vehicles, Zak-Man has developed some
strong friendships with the people who recognize his skills and
respect him for his hard work and helpful demeanor. He occasionally makes an appearance in the marketplace for supplies and has
been known to pop into Millie’s for a beer and to hear the latest
news. That being said, he is not overly social and tends to sit quietly
and listen. He rarely leaves Farthington, and when he does it is generally due to desperation or because of an offer he cannot refuse.
Zachary has developed a strong friendship with Sar’ah Marsh’an
after helping her fend off some drunks who were insulting her
Remnant heritage at Millie’s one night. His unexpected rage and
accompanying State-Shift caused the scum to turn their attention to him, intending to teach him a lesson for interfering. The
first strike against his Shifted skin broke the assailant’s hand and
prompted a hasty retreat.
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Sar’ah Marsh’an

Remnant | Scout | Medic

Sar’ah Marsh’an is an attractive woman with

striking features and deep blue eyes that seem to reveal feelings
of longing for something that has yet to be found. She grew up in
the Wilds in a Remnant community about 75 km (46.6 mi) northwest of Farthington. As she grew up, she realized how much she
loved nature and the wilderness despite the ferocity of some areas
she explored. Sar’ah learned the skills necessary for exploring the
dangerous environments near her home from elders in her community and slowly began to feel more at home when she was wandering
in the wilderness than when she was back in her home town. With
each new expedition she ventured further and further into the
Wilds.
When asked what she has discovered through her travels, she will
happily discuss the many ruins and creatures she has seen. However,
a keen observer will notice her eyes glaze over momentarily before
she turns her head, a look of profound fear washing over her, before
she politely changes the subject. She has never spoken of the terror
she found during her last great trek.
Sar’ah can be the ears and eyes for any group and, for her age, her
exploration and tracking skills are second to none. She is also an
accomplished medic who has learned much from her elders about
natural and homeopathic medicine. However, she has also devoted
considerable energy to studying the benefits and uses of modern
medical equipment. She is skilled with shotguns and bows and
is quite adept at moving stealthily through the shadows to avoid
detection.
Sar’ah has had strong feelings of friendship for Zachary Mannheim
since he valiantly fought off a group of attackers who were degrading her tribal markings and clearly intent on harming her. She visits
Zachary whenever she passes through Farthington, bringing him
any interesting discoveries that might interest him.
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